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ABSTRACT
Remote sensing of the earth system provides information about
land surfaces, water bodies and their corresponding ecosystems. Infrared
Thermal imaging has been proven as a highly reliable source of gather
important information that cannot be seen easily by the naked human
eye. Ground-penetrating radars give us water table depth and information
about water levels based on change in the dielectric constant of overlying
material. Spatial patters of stream temperature at the ground scale are
relevant towards issues related to water quality.

The objective of this

study was to conduct experiments to measure and report the data
collected using long wave 7 – 14 μm IR thermographs and 500 MHz
ground-penetrating radar signals to model stream temperatures across the
banks of Spring Creek, Centre County, Pennsylvania and the properties
thereof. Multiple data sets were collected in the field and experiments
were carried out to measure the temperature profiles between the two
banks and soil moisture along the banks of Spring Creek. Pixelated
models of radar signals along measured distances and infrared images
were created with calculations of statistical timelines of temperature and
soil moisture variation. This thesis highlights the methodologies, the
instrumentation, the data analysis and statistical techniques used to
discusses the results obtained, along with the inferences that can be
drawn based on this study.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Figure 1-1 - Spring Creek, Centre County, Pennsylvania, courtesy Dr. Tim Kane

Recent advances in monitoring and in modeling have facilitated greatly the collection and
analysis of information, and an increasing number of field investigations have revealed the
complexity of the heat fluxes fundamentally controlling water temperature behavior. A greater
understanding of the physics of heat in rivers is also informing the development and application
of relationships between water temperature and hydro meteorological variables (Blakey 1966).

Techniques of choice: Thermal Imaging (TIR) and Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)
In this study we focus on two main remote sensing techniques for mapping hydrologic
features at Spring Creek, namely, thermal Imaging and GPR data. The existing stream
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information for Spring Creek dates back to the 1990’s, so through this study we aim to collect
data which may be potentially useful for any further research. Thermal infrared TIR surveys are
have been effective methods to map surface spatial temperature patterns along a fresh water body
(Torgersen et al., 2001; Cristea et al., 2009). Ground-penetrating radars provide excellent
information about water table depth and information about moisture levels based on change in the
dielectric constant of overlying soil (Huisman et al., 2003). In Figure 1-2 – Water cycle exchange
mechanisms from Loheide et al. 2006 we see a typical water cycle diagram which involves all the
different modes of water exchange between the stream and its surroundings.

Figure 1-2 – Water cycle exchange mechanisms from Loheide et al. 2006

Commercial availability of thermal infrared cameras has made it feasible to monitor
stream temperature on different platforms such as airborne. Similarly, easy to handle groundpenetrating radars (GPR) have made it easy for single person operation. Our method involves
collecting ground level thermographic imagery to obtain width profiles of Spring Creek at various
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locations during the day and recording instream temperature at these selected locations. The data
is used to model stream temperatures across the banks of Spring Creek, Centre County,
Pennsylvania. Pixelated models of thermal infrared signals along measured distances were
created with calculations of statistical timelines of temperature. Soil water depth in the form of
soil moisture was calculated using the GPR data obtained in this study. This thesis highlights the
methodologies, the instrumentation, the data analysis and statistical techniques used to discusses
the results obtained, along with inferences that can be drawn based on this study.

Figure 1-3 - Spectral response of Long-wave infrared (LWIR) camera (Sugiura et al.).

Studies have been conducted by the USGS with regards to salmon migration patterns in
freshwater bodies discharging to the Gulf of Maine. Fish populations are sensitive to elevated
stream temperature, especially in the summer when low precipitation and high solar insolation
increase temperatures beyond established threshold. Through our study, we take a preliminary
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look at how stream temperatures and other factors like soil water depth etc. could possibly affect
fresh-water fish and their surroundings.
Interpretation of water temperature data from thermal imagery requires an understanding
of TIR properties specific to the environment under test, because at such a small scale, the
radiative properties of streams are influenced by multiple environmental factors and physical
attributes of the stream surface. Spatially continuous temperature information can be combined
with other forms of data (like GPR in our study) to address issues in water resources
management.
Remote sensing with either passive microwave radiometry or active radar instruments is
one of the most promising techniques (Jackson et al., 1996; Ulaby et al., 1996; Famiglietti et al.,
1999; van Oevelen, 2000) for reasonably accurate measurement and analysis. There is a need for
soil water content measurements over multiple spatial scales. High-frequency electromagnetic
methods provide the most insight on soil water content based on the sensors to accomplish our
requirement because this type of remote sensing contains a range of techniques that measure the
same soil water content using dielectric permittivity, at different spatial scales. Our research
works at one of the very low spatial scale in radar remote sensing to detect soil water content.
Soil moisture forms an internal parameter of climate models and is a part of water resources
available for agricultural and natural vegetation. It is also an important factor of meteorological
memory and an important component towards assessing global climate change (Vinnikov et al.,
1999).

Background on Sprink Creek, Centre County, Pennsylvania
Spring Creek flows 22 km from its source near Boalsburg to its confluence in Bald Eagle
Creek in Milesburg. It drains a 378 km2 watershed, located near the West Branch Susquehanna
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River. The soil surrounding the area is relatively thin. The soil content along the stream is wet
soil with silt and clay. The average daily flow of Spring Creek is 6.63 m3/s, measured at a gage in
Milesburg. Spring Creek falls approximately as a second order stream based on the Strahler
number with a few tributaries like Logan Run and Buffalo Run. This region is known for its trout
fishing and hence the water quality in this area is a very important factor to take under
consideration.
The following figure shows a brief map of Spring Creek and our locations of test. The coordinates for the locations are as follows:
Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg, where Spring Creek and Bald Eagle Creek Meet:
40"56'35.38" N - Latitude
77"47'13.59" W - Longitude
Bridge near Fisherman’s Paradise on Spring Creek Rd:
40"53'11.43" N - Latitude
77"47'18.51" W - Longitude
Spring Creek Park:
40"49'13.12" N - Latitude
77"49'43.99" W - Longitude
Tunnel along Spring Creek Park:
40"48'41.74" N
77"49'46.75" W
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Figure 1-4 - Map of Spring Creek with locations of study marked in red outline
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Chapter 2
INSTRUMENTATION

The collection of data towards modeling physical parameters at Spring Creek was done
using two technologies which would give us the best information about the stream conditions:
Infrared Thermography and Ground-penetrating Radars.
Infrared thermography is the science of using electronic optical devices to detect and
measure changes in radiation and correlating that to surface temperature. The ICI Prodigy 320
was used to collect temperature data of Spring Creek.
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a geophysical method that uses radar pulses
to image the subsurface. The GPR uses electromagnetic radiation in the microwave band
(UHF/VHF frequencies) of the radio spectrum, and detects the reflected signals from subsurface
structures. GPR can be used in a variety of media, including rock, soil, ice, fresh water,
pavements and structures. It can detect objects, changes in material, and voids and cracks. For our
specific use, we wanted to detect fresh water and the water table depth of fresh water at Spring
Creek. The pulseEKKO PRO GPR was used to detect fresh water depth and make water table
estimates.
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Infrared Thermography, Technical Specifications and Measurement techniques
To detect radiation and correlating it to temperature values, the infrared radiation is
focused by the thermal imager’s optics onto a target, resulting in a response, which is a change in
electrical voltage or resistance that is read by the electronics of the thermal imaging system. The
signal produced by the thermal imager is converted into an electronic image, called a
thermogram, onto either a display screen or to an external display communication port. A
thermogram is an image of a target electronically processed, where different color tones
correspond to the distribution of infrared radiation over the surface of the target. This thermal
signature is a false color picture of the infrared energy, or heat, being emitted from our target.
To collect our temperature data we used the long-wave infrared camera, the ICI Prodigy
320. This camera was ideally suited for measuring temperature data with good resolution over
small distances with color tones matching the respective voltage levels of the infrared detector.

Figure 2-1 - The ICI Prodigy 320 Infrared thermal imager. © Infrared Cameras Inc.

The thermal imager consists of several components which are: the lens, display, detector,
controls, electronics, data storage devices and regeneration software (see Table 2-1).
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Table 2-1 - ICI Prodigy 320 Detector Technical Specifications

Detector Type

Microbolometer

Resolution

320 x 240

Wave Length

Long Wave

Spectral Range

7 -14 μm

Accuracy

± 1° C or ± 1%

Field of View

18° with standard 25mm lens

Instantaneous Field of View

1.3 mrad

Minimum Focus Distance

4“ (101.6mm) to infinity

Temperature Range

-20°C to 100°C

Image Refresh Frequency

60Hz (16bit digital)

Storage

USB or Internal Storage (30GB HDD)

Environment

Sony© MicroPC with Microsoft© Windows XP®

The field of view for our camera was around 18° which gives a resolved 320 by 240
pixel Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) thermal signature with a color map to show the variation
in temperature within each image.

Ground-penetrating radar instrumentation and technical specifications
GPR uses high-frequency (usually polarized) electromagnetic radio waves and transmits
into the ground. When an electromagnetic wave hits a boundary with different dielectric
constants, the receiving antenna records variations in the reflected return signal. High frequency
electromagnetic energy is used at a fixed center frequency, and reflections appear at boundaries
with different dielectric constants exterminated (Daniels, 2004).
The depth range of GPR is limited by the electrical conductivity of the ground, the
transmitted Centre frequency and the radiated power. As conductivity increases, the penetration
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depth decreases. This is because the electromagnetic energy is more quickly dissipated into heat,
causing a loss in signal strength at depth. Higher frequencies do not penetrate as far as lower
frequencies, but give better resolution. Optimal depth penetration is achieved in ice where the
depth of penetration can achieve several hundred meters. Good penetration is also achieved in dry
sandy soils or massive dry materials such as granite, limestone, and concrete where the depth of
penetration could be up to 15 m. In moist and/or clay-laden soils and soils with high electrical
conductivity, penetration is sometimes only a few centimeters. Ground-penetrating
radar antennas are generally in contact with the ground for the strongest signal strength (Daniels,
2004).
The setup for our GPR involved a battery, a control Centre module and two 500 MHz
transducers which served the function of being the transmitting and receiving antennas and the
communication cables between the transducers and the control Centre module. A standard set of
12 Volt belt batteries was used to power both the control module and the transducers for our
GPR. The pulseEKKO PRO GPR operated in “Free-Run” mode, where the GPR transducers were
dragged across a distance to create a distance based return signal profile (see Figure 2-2).
The following table (see Table 2-2) mentions all the technical specifications of our
pulseEKKO PRO GPR. With soil water content determination from single offset measurements,
there is no control over the measurement depth resolution (Huisman and Bouten, 2003).
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Figure 2-2 – Representation of Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) equipment. Image courtesy: Sensors and Software Inc.

500 MHz transducers were chosen since our primary goal was to detect shallow ground water
table levels of around 5 to 15 m in the fresh water region.
Table 2-2 - Technical specifications of the pulseEKKO PRO GPR

Control Module
Specifications

Values

Weight

0.5 kg (1.17 lb.)

Size
Power
Environmental

172 x 146 x 37 mm
430-550 mA @ 12V
IP66

Software Stacks
Hardware Stacks

Unlimited
1 - 32,000

PRF
Operating Temperature

Variable to 100 kHz
-50oC to +50oC

Time Window
Points/Trace

1 to 200,000 ns
1 to 31,000
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-50oC to +50oC

Active Temperature Compensation
DVL
Specifications

Values

Weight

1.5 kg (3.5 lb.)

Size
Power

235 x 190 x 44 mm (9.25 x 7.5 x 1.75 inches)
200 mA @ 12V

Environmental
Display

IP67
640 x 480 - Sunlight readable

Electronics Display Operating Temperature
Storage

-10oC to +50oC
2 GB internal, 2 GB external Compact Flash Card

Ports

RS232, Parallel, Dedicated Serial Bus

Transmitters for the 500 MHz Transducer
Specifications
Value
o
Operating Temperature
-50 C to +50oC
Weight
Size
Power

2.5 lbs.
6.5 x 8.9 x 8.9
150 mA @ 12 VDC

Control Connection
Low Power Warning
Active Compensation

Metallic cable
at 10.2 V
-50oC to +50oC

Receivers for the 500 MHz Transducer
Specifications
Value
o
Operating Temperature
-50 C to +50oC
Weight
2.5 lbs.
Size
6.5 x 8.9 x 8.9
Power
Control Connection
Low Power Warning

150 mA @ 12 VDC
Metallic cable
at 10.2 V

Active Compensation

-50oC to +50oC

The GPR data is collected in a standard memory card in the DT1 format, and can be
exported to either MATLAB or the proprietary software EKKO_View.
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Chapter 3
DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

DATA COLLECTION
The data for this study was collected at four (4) locations of Spring Creek, Centre
County, Pennsylvania. Multiple rounds of data collection at each of these locations ensured we
covered distinct parts of the Creek with more accurate datasets for our study.

Thermal Image Data Collection Timeline
Over thirty-one 31 sets of temperature data was collected over a period spanning over a
year from 2010 to 2011 at intermittent times. Data was collected in the months of April, July and
October in the year 2010; data was also collected in the months of May, June and July in the year
2011. These timelines were purely dependent on the availability of the thermal imaging camera
during the overall time period. Variation of stream temperature over the time period at Spring
Creek is documented in this study.
The following algorithm was used as a baseline to collect and process our data - The raw
TIR images contained measured radiance values, which afterwards were converted to
temperatures using a proprietary algorithm from Infrared Cameras Inc. based on the assumed
emissivity of water, atmospheric transmission effects, ambient background reflections, and the
calibration characteristics of the sensor in our camera.
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Ground based thermal IR camera
ICI Prodigy 320 – 8 to 14 μm
320 by 240 pixels TIFF Image

Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
applied to specific temperature
range of choice

Radiance measured at Detector
(Wm-2sr-1μm-1)

Emissivity (ε) correction

Colormap
generated for
each image
based on AGC

Temperature calculated internally using Planck’s law (˚C)

CSV Temperature Data files imported to
MATLAB (320 by 240 array)

Data is stitched to obtain temperatures across the width of the stream

Data is filtered using a 20th order FIR filter to remove noise

Data is filtered using a 20th order FIR filter to remove noise

Individual image data is calibrated using 2nd order curve fitting
technique

Stitched image data is calibrated using 2nd order curve fitting technique

Data is stitched to obtain temperatures across the width of the stream

Best estimated average
temperature is calculated

Figure 3-1 - Data Collection and Processing Flowchart

The following datasets were collected in the above mentioned time period at the various locations
of our study:
1. Four (4) datasets were collected at Spring Creek Park (Location 1)
2. Two (2) datasets were collected at a tunnel off East College Avenue, State College and
Houserville, PA (Location 2).
3.

Eleven (11) datasets were collected at a bridge on Turnpike Street in Milesburg, PA
(Location 3).

4. Fifteen (15) datasets were collected at Fisherman’s Paradise on Rock Road, Bellefonte,
PA.
Temperature data was collected across the width of the stream at each of the respective
locations in order to measure the variation in temperature from bank to bank. The thermal
imaging camera with its limited field of view could capture only a certain part of the width with
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accurate detail. Hence, to improve our data collection techniques, we took multiple images across
the width of the stream and concatenated the obtained images like a panorama on MATLAB. This
was the best way to collect data since we were limited by both field-of-view and resolution.

Figure 3-2 - Data Collection at Spring Creek, Centre County, Pennsylvania

Methodology of Collecting Temperature Data
As mentioned earlier, due to limitations in field-of-view and resolution, the images had to
be taken and “stitched” together using a data processing tool. Figure 3-3 provides more insight
into the data collection technique and its technical details. Each image obtained from our camera
has a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels with a corresponding color-map to distinguish variation in
temperature within the image. Then we chose the central pixels of each image to remove detector
edge noise from the image. To obtain best coverage across the width of the stream, these central
pixels are then stitched horizontally for bank to bank coverage. For better coverage, multiple
images are taken at short distances from each other. This ensured sufficient overlap between
images to get a complete distribution. This was done to the best of our ability with a few
difficulties in obtaining well distributed images due to the type of location.
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Each image is a 320 by 240 pixel
thermal image matrix with detector
temperature values (˚C)

The relevant central pixels are
chosen to remove detector
noise on the edge pixels

Images are overlapped such that
maximum temperature coverage of
the stream occurs

Temperature data of each image
is then concatenated to stitch all
the relevant temperature pixels

Temperature matrices are stitched
using the horzcat command in
MATLAB

Figure 3-3 - Flowchart describing data collection methodology

We constructed the temperature profile using the image sampling technique. For each
image channel length, ten or more pixels close to the central line of the stream channel were
sampled and the median value was recorded as representative for that particular location. Based
on this median, we are able to distribute our remaining pixels for a complete mapping of the
width of the stream. This also ensured that we could effectively calculate the variation in
temperature across the width measured against the central median value. We were able to collect
a few datasets at different times of the day, but due to the limited scope of this study, we were
able to collect very few datasets to document daily variation in temperature and primarily focused
on collecting data for a monthly or a yearly variation.
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DATA PROCESSING
To analyze our obtained collected data, we had to filter out noisy data, fit the temperature
based on a tried and tested curve fitting technique to better understand temperature distribution
patterns. To fulfill this, we started the process by uploading the collected data on to the
proprietary software of Infrared Cameras Inc., IR Flash. IR Flash was used to extract comma
separated value (CSV) tables of the images for data processing. Each image stored in the camera
had a matrix of temperature values. The extracted 320 by 240 matrix CSV table was then cut
down on size, filtered, overlapped and concatenated to produce the temperature matrix for our
analysis.

IR Flash Software and Interface
The IR Flash software was used to extract our temperature data from the camera. From
Figure 3-4 we can easily see that every image imported into IR Flash contains a temperature map,
an automatic gain control, a temperature variation histogram and a color palette to visually
interpret temperature variation. Each image series is loaded based on its time and date of capture.
From the main menu we can export our image into a CSV table for our data processing and
analysis needs. Since the emissivity settings and automatic gain control are set by the camera, we
cannot change these from our understanding. The Sony© MicroPC has all the inherent
information regarding the settings of the camera. From the generated CSV tables we were able to
easily create the concatenated dataset (refer Figure 3-3) to process our data and analyze the
results. First we performed an averaging of our temperature dataset across the 240 height pixels.
This was to obtain a linear distribution across the width of our stream. After that, each dataset
was then fitted to a second order curve fit using the Vandemonde’s matrix. This was performed
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by using the polyfit command in MATLAB where the order of our polynomial fit was n. For
better resolution we processed out data in with both a 2nd and 3rd order fit.

Figure 3-4 - IR Flash Interface

After the second order curve fit is performed, we find the inverse of the fit based on the
maximum and minimum values obtained from our matrix. This allows us to perform an averaging
of the overall temperature matrix from our dataset. This data processing technique is well
described in Figure 3-5.
Prior to performing the above mentioned second order curve fit, we need to remove all
the noisy temperature data from our temperature values. The detector in our thermal imaging
camera could have stray pixels and detector anomalies. In order to avoid this, we employed a
simple FIR filter on MATLAB to remove the noisy data, while maintaining relevant temperature
values for our analysis. A classical window-based linear filtering technique is utilized in our
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approach. From detailed trial and error, a filter of the 20th order was chosen to remove noisy data.
A FFT-based filter with an “overlap-addition” technique was used in our FIR filter (refer Figure
3-8).

n column pixels

Temperature matrix (m rows
by n columns) (˚C)

Average Temperature (˚C)

m row pixels

Average temperature across
m rows (˚C)
m row pixels

2nd order curve fit for average
temperature data (˚C)
m row pixels

Inverse of 2nd order fit
m row Pixels

Calculated Average
Temperature after calibration
(˚C)
m row pixels

Figure 3-5 – Plot depicting the curve fitting technique used

It filters the data in a vector x with the filter described by a “coefficient vector” b. A data
vector y is the output derived in this process. The operation performed by the “fftfilt” command
in MATLAB is described in the time domain by the difference equation:
𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑏(1)𝑥(𝑛) + 𝑏(2)𝑥(𝑛 − 1) + ⋯ + 𝑏(𝑛𝑏 + 1)𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑛𝑏) -- (Equation 1)

In frequency domain the Z-transform of the above function can be described as:
𝑌(𝑧) = (𝑏(1) + 𝑏(2)𝑧 −1 + ⋯ + 𝑏(𝑛𝑏 + 1)𝑧 −𝑛𝑏 )𝑋(𝑧) -- (Equation 2)
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After the FIR filtered matrix is obtained we compute the absolute value to get real
temperatures to generate a plot in decibels (dB).

Figure 3-6 - 20th order FIR filter over the the width of the stream in decibels (dB)

The following figure below shows how the 2nd order fit was made on an individual
image. We use only the middle 240 pixels out of the overall 320 column pixels to eliminate noise
from the detector.
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Figure 3-7 - 2nd order fit of a sample image. Calculated Average temperature of the profile across 240 column pixels

Curve fitting is essential to our data as it provides us with trend based information with
respect to variation in temperature. Peaks and troughs get averaged; data points get homogenized
and overall variation patterns across the width of the stream can be easily discerned with
approximations.
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Window-based finite impulse response
fir1 implements the classical method of windowed linear-phase
FIR digital filter design.
b = fir1(N,Wn,'Ftype')

Wn varies from 0 to 1 where 1 is the normalized Nyquist frequency
in radians/second.
N is the order of the filter. We chose a filter of order 20.
Ftype specifies the type of filter. We chose a low pass filter to
remove high frequency noise.

fftfilt filters data using the FFT-based method of overlap-add, a
frequency domain filtering technique that works only for FIR filters
(see above command).
Y = fftfilt(b,x)
It filters the data in vector x with the filter described by coefficient
vector b. It returns the data vector y. The operation performed by
fftfilt is described in the time domain by the difference equation:

Y_filt=fft(Y,W);
Xfilt = abs(Y_filt);
Xfilt_dB=mag2db(Xfilt);
dB_Width=Xfilt_dB';

MATLAB coding process used to obtain the curve of the filter used for
our datasets. The plot generated is a temperature plot. We also obtain
the filter design plot in decibels (dB).

Figure 3-8 - Flowchart depicting the FIR filtering technique used

As mentioned previously, 31 such datasets of temperature data were collected over the
time period of this study in the same fashion as described here. In the next section, we will take a
look at a sample dataset which was collected and how we were able to extract the temperature
profile across the width of the stream.
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Sample Dataset Plots
The following plots are from a dataset collected at Fisherman’s Paradise (Location 4).

Figure 3-9 - Individual Calibrated images concatenated across the width of the stream

The first plot (Figure 3-9) shows each individual image calibrated to a 2nd order fit and averaged
out to create a temperature profile. The plot in blue is the unfiltered data product and the plot in
green is the filtered data product. The second plot (Figure 3-10) shows all the concatenated
images with its overall 2nd order curve fitting series. Once again, the plot in blue is the unfiltered
data product and the plot in green is the filtered data product. In the last plot (Figure 3-11), we see
the overall average calibrated temperature profiles for individually calibrated images and
calibrated plot for the overall width of the stream (data products derived from Figure 3-9 and
Figure 3-10) .
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Figure 3-10 - 2nd Order fit for all the images combined across the width of the stream

Figure 3-11 - Plot for individually curve fit data and overall curve
fit data from Figure 3-7 and 3-8 respectively
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GPR DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSSING
For two locations, Fisherman’s Paradise and the Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg, we
collected some ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data to enhance our understanding of the physical
characteristics in these areas. For this purpose we used a simple 500 MHz transmit and receive bistatic transducer based GPR. At this frequency, we would ensure that our resolution would be
good while at the same time having decent penetration as compared to higher frequencies. We
used the Pulse EKKO GPR system for the data collection. Two modes, i.e., single point scan and
continuous scan (free run) modes were employed for a better understanding of the water content
on the banks of the stream. Single point mode ensured better data resolution at specific points of
interest after going through a continuous span through a part of the width, while continuous scan
(free run) provided a broader profile of how the underground water/moisture content is at our test
location.

Figure 3-12 - Types of scans with the GPR to collect underground soil moisture/water content

Post data collection, we import our data into MATLAB via an Open Source GPR data
processing tool called MATGPR (GNU License, for open distribution and copying). Multiple
commercial off the shelf GPRs are supported in this software and so was our specific Pulse
EKKO model. A DT1 file is uploaded from the GPR. Every DT1 file has data and a header file.
The header file provides information on the scan time, the frequency, the model number of the
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GPR, the file name our data is stored under and the overall traced time (refer Figure 3-14). We
import our data and view the profile based on scan time in nano-seconds and distance in meters.
From the main window, we can perform a lot of data processing and analysis techniques, like
filtering, re-sampling, 2-d/3-d modeling etc. For our purpose, since we are just interested in the
scan times in nano-seconds to compute approximate water/water-vapor levels, no filtering/resampling of the data was performed.

Figure 3-13 - MATGPR Interface

Figure 3-14 - Sample Pulse EKKO DT1 Header File Information
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
To analyze all the data products obtained during data collection; we will divide the
analysis into two sections. The first section will be the analysis of our thermal imaging data,
which contains statistical information of time trends in stream temperature variation. The second
section will contain calculations and results of the GPR signal data collected in our study.

Thermal Imaging data analysis
The first immediate analysis of our thermal imaging data provides us information that we
were successfully able to implement the turbulent flow temperature profile across the width of the
stream. We expect a dip in temperature at the Centre of the stream with increase in temperature at
the edges of the stream. This was evident from most of our datasets (See Appendix A). From our
sample datasets in Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10, we can clearly see the variation of
temperature across the width of the stream. One point to notice is that we were not able to deduce
the start point of this drop in temperature and that was random between datasets. With even
higher resolution and increased overlapping of temperature points in our images, we can properly
predict the start of the decrease in temperature.

In order to determine trends in stream temperature variation at Spring Creek, we plotted
the variation of temperature over the duration of our study. This would give us some insight on
the temperature variation trends that can be expected at Spring Creek. The following table (Table
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4-1) gives us the data that was used to model our temperature variation over the duration of our
study.

Table 4-1 - Table containing the variation of stream temperature during the period of our study.

Temperature Variation Over Study Period (April 2010 – July 2011)

Date

Location

16-Apr-10

Spring Creek Park

Tunnel

13-Jul-10

8-Oct-10

6-May-11

Average:
Fisherman's Paradise

Average:
Bald Eagle Creek at
Milesburg

Average:
Fisherman's Paradise

Bald Eagle Creek at
Milesburg

21-Jun-11

Average:
Fisherman's Paradise

2nd Order
Mean
Temperature

3rd Order
Mean
Temperature

Filtered Mean
Temperature

14.0325
14.5147
15.5305
15.2873
15.1699
15.1051
14.940
17.6231
18.8894
19.0318
19.0506
18.649

14.0228
14.4989
15.5016
15.2521
15.169
15.0916
14.923
17.6025
18.8151
18.9603
19.0077
18.596

13.2982
13.8564
14.8995
14.667
14.5379
14.4757
14.289
16.9159
18.1214
18.266
17.7028
17.752

12.234
11.1567
11.5023
11.4486
11.585
10.1299
10.5564
10.6965

12.0129
11.1387
11.4798
11.4312
11.516
10.1112
10.5201
10.6823

11.7299
10.6994
11.0327
10.9768
11.110
9.6984
9.9957
10.2397

11.5806
12.3054
12.4324
11.284
16.6803
17.6299

11.5059
12.2487
12.3683
11.239
16.658
17.582

11.0977
11.7898
11.915
10.789
15.9718
16.8794
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21-Jul-11

Average:
Bald Eagle Creek at
Milesburg

Average:

17.1382
17.8365
17.9664
18.2928
18.0003
18.2932
17.730

17.0739
17.7925
17.9573
18.2843
17.9398
18.2263
17.689

16.4069
17.0785
17.2003
17.5062
17.2267
17.5106
16.973

18.0072
18.5545
19.6323
18.4274
18.655

17.8639
18.4379
19.0327
18.3117
18.412

17.236
17.7639
18.8097
17.63
17.860

Now based on this table, we plotted the variation over time on MATLAB, to obtain
further information on the deviation of temperature over one year (Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2 Figure
4-3). From this we are able to notice a drop in temperature towards the winter months and a rise
in temperature during the summer months. Since majority of our data was collected during the
summer months, we were unable to correctly document the yearly variation; however the plot
matches our expected analysis. There is an anomaly with respect to the expected value in the
month of May, but that can be accounted to a specific case where the change in temperature was
very drastic over the summer months (May through July). The error bars during the month of
May 2011, clearly exhibit variation of over 1.5 degrees Celsius during our data collection.
Despite making sure the data collection was consistent, a few irregularities like this crept into the
final data products. To conclude the analysis, we can come to result stating that the coldest month
in the year of our study with regards to stream temperature is the month December based on
expected trends and patterns.
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Figure 4-1 - 2nd order curve fit temperature data variation over time

Figure 4-2 - 3rd order curve fit temperature data over time
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Figure 4-3 - Filtered temperature data varying over the time duration of our study

GPR data analysis
In our study, three (3) datasets of GPR data was collected at Fisherman’s Paradise (2) and
at the Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg (1). GPR data will provide us with information on the depth
of water/water vapor or water table depth. As mentioned in the previous chapter, both single scan
and continuous scan (free run) techniques were used to obtain best possible resolution over our
location. The following images which contain the time duration in nano seconds for a GPR signal
return back to the transducers are pure signals which include noise as well. Basic filtering to
remove the noise was performed on the datasets. However, for a more complex analysis of the
GPR data, further filtering to ensure complete noise removal (with examination and cross
comparison with ground-truth data) would be required.
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Dataset 1: Fisherman’s Paradise

Figure 4-4 - Single Scan GPR data at Fisherman’s Paradise (First dataset)

Based on our calculation of using the simple range equation to measure the depth of
water level,
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝑐∗𝑡
-- (Equation 3)
2

where c = speed of light and t is the time duration in seconds.
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Figure 4-5 - Continuous scan (free run) GPR data at Fisherman's Paradise (First dataset)

From Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5, we can see that the largest signal travel time was
approximately 30 nanoseconds. The largest return signal travel time would be 60 nanoseconds
and the approximate range would be, 9 meters. But on an average, we can compute the
approximate range to be close to half of that value, so based on best assumptions from our GPR
data, the average water content in the soil next to Fisherman’s paradise is approximately 4-5
meters.
Similarly we will calculate the approximate range for the other datasets.
Dataset 2: Fisherman’s Paradise
The approximate range was calculated to be around 4 meters.
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Figure 4-6 - Single Scan GPR dataset at Fisherman's Paradise (Second dataset)

Figure 4-7 - Continuous scan (free run) GPR dataset at Fisherman's Paradise (Second dataset)
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Location 3: Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg
The approximate range was again calculated to be around 4-5 meters in depth. A point
of interest to note is during data collection, at approximately 10m of scan axis, we encountered a
pipe like structure, which resulted in a detection of a “relief feature”. That was later checked and
corrected to be a man-made pipe.

Figure 4-8 - Single scan GPR data for Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg (Third Dataset)

Hence, in this chapter we were able to analyze our data to provide relevant real-world
information from the thermal imaging camera and the ground-penetrating radar. In the next
chapter we will discuss the conclusions of this study and possible scopes for improvement and
enhancement.
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Figure 4-9 - Continuous scan (free run) GPR data at Bald Eagle Creek at Milesburg (Third dataset)
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
A system to collect stream temperature data and ground-penetrating radar data was
presented in this study. Basic data processing and analysis was presented through the techniques
mentioned in this paper. Our objective through this study was able to come across a variety of
features in software programs and learn the optimal use of the existing hardware for data
collection. This study was able to focus on topics related to hydrology, statistical signal
processing, filtering techniques, remote sensing and statistical timeline modeling. The focus of
this study is to provide data for environmental investigations for Spring Creek at Centre County.
One of the biggest environmental factors this study could aid in is the movement of freshwater
fish and migration of aquatic biota.
Stream temperature is an important regional water-quality indicator. Although the surface
temperature of water can be measured using thermal cameras, a few concerns must be addressed
before confidence can be attached to remotely sensed measurements. The following paragraphs
highlight those concerns. Potential sources of error include: instrument limitations, inadequate
correction for atmospheric effects, the separation of emissivity and temperature effects, and
multiply scattered and reflected long-wave radiation. The temperatures of streams that are
unresolved in remotely sensed data can be determined using a classification of high-resolution
visible bands.
Spring Creek is a stream of the order of 2. There are only a few bifurcations of Spring
Creek into tributaries (with their own branches). However, these small tributaries might have very
low environmental impact due to the branching of Spring Creek. From the thermal imaging data,
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the main conclusion that was drawn is that the stream temperature drops over the winter months
and then again increases during the summer months. Turbulent flow temperature profile across
the width of the stream was also documented for each and every dataset. Temperature was found
to be the lowest somewhere close to the middle of the stream. From the varying temperature
patterns, we can possible discern the movement of fresh water fish in the region. Low
temperatures were detected in one of the summer months (May 2011) with a large error bars.
That could be leftover snowmelt runoff or some form of river ice entering into the stream. Using
this data for watershed modeling, future flow patterns can be predicted for Spring Creek. Flow
patterns when combined with stream temperatures can possibly be used to predict movement
amongst the freshwater fish in Spring Creek. From the GPR data, we could approximately predict
the depth up to which water content is present in the soil. After 5 meters, the content almost drops
to zero. Both the datasets in conjunction with each other can be used to create very robust
watershed algorithms for Spring Creek. This could be a possible scope for improvement to add
onto the present research.
Increased variability in temperature at the various locations gives more information on
the depth of the water, the impact of underwater mixing at certain test points and how this could
be profiled over the entire length of the stream.
Some of the improvements to add onto present research for this study could really shed
more light into the geo-physical aspects of this research. First and foremost, a continuous data
monitoring and collection system should be employed at specific distinct locations of Spring
Creek where temperature data is recorded periodically. A few in-stream point measurement
sensors must be placed at distinct locations for new data collection. Since all of the
instrumentation in this study was borrowed from external sources, we were unable to have
complete control of our data collection times. An automated system for data collection would be
ideal in this case, which would take into account the width of the stream at different locations.
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The width of the stream is an important factor, because it helps us decide on the number of
images that can be collected at each location with our camera having a fixed field of view. By
having a continuous data collection system, we can come up with daily, weekly, monthly and
yearly variation in temperature to a much greater detail. Along with the thermal imaging
temperature data, intermittent data collection of GPR and LiDAR bathymetry must also take
place. LiDAR bathymetry could not be implemented in our research due to lack of funds and lack
of response from research teams currently practicing it for their mapping needs. Airborne LiDAR
would be very generic; hence mapping it on boat would be the ideal way. This would make the
data collected distinct to a section of the Creek while at the same time, helping us compare the
values at other similar distinct locations along Spring Creek. Spring Creek being a shallow stream
at certain areas, LiDAR data collection would be slightly challenging though.
Another scope for improvement would be to have more locations under test as compared
to this study. In the previous paragraph we talked more about the resolution in time. In this
paragraph, our main concern addressed is not enough data collected Spring Creek. Thirty-one
datasets is a lot for a preliminary analysis, but if we are to move forward in collecting more
information about the features, we need a few more distinct test locations for continuous
monitoring. This can help us in deducing upstream and downstream variation in temperatures as
well. Compared to an airborne system, this is a much more long term assessment system, so
installation and data collection needs to be actively checked to ensure there is no damage to our
test taking instruments.
Another method to improve our thermal data would be to switch from image based to
video based thermal data. Using a very wide field of view lens, without losing out on important
radiance data, we should be able to successfully implement a continuous monitoring system. This
could also be used to deduce surface velocities of Spring Creek along with other physical features
like variation in radiance through the day etc. Stereoscopic photogrammetry is also a possible
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method besides LiDAR to accurately calculate bathymetry data. This could be installed side-byside with the thermal data collection setup as an excellent data collection system.
A possible interesting study that could take place is the minimum distance between two
distinct test locations that would produce statistically independent data. Since our four test
locations were located at a distance from each other, we can come to a safe conclusion that most
of our data was independent and had little to no similarities when data was collected on the same
day. Temperature studies continue to attract attention from a wide range of disciplines including
hydrology, engineering, forestry science, ecology, climatology, mathematics and geography. In
conclusion, we could predict patterns in climate change with a well-established continuous stream
monitoring system in place. Concrete trends over a very large period of time will aid us in making
statistical conclusions on the impact climate change may have for fresh water ecosystems.
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APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL THERMAL IMAGE DATA AND PLOTS
This appendix contains all the datasets collected over the course of our study. Each thermal image dataset contains three plots: the first plot is the actual
and filtered datasets with individual calibration of the data, the second plot contains the actual and filtered datasets with calibration over the entire stream width
and the last plot contains the final calculated average temperature distribution.

FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 4
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 4
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JULY 13TH 2010: DATASET 4
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JUNE 21TH 2011: DATASET 1
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JUNE 21TH 2011: DATASET 5
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FISHERMAN’S PARADISE – JUNE 21TH 2011: DATASET 8
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SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 1
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SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 2
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SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 3
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SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 3
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SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 4
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TUNNEL NEAR SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 2
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TUNNEL NEAR SPRING CREEK PARK – APRIL 16TH 2010: DATASET 2
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – OCT 8TH 2010: DATASET 4
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 1
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 2
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – MAY 6TH 2011: DATASET 3
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – JULY 21ST 2011: DATASET 1
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BALD EAGLE CREEK AT MILESBURG – JULY 21ST 2011: DATASET 1
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